DATE: June 2015

DESCRIPTION: Deluxe Combination Bars

APPLICATION: Mitsubishi Pajero NX 2014 On

PART NO. : 3434190

PRODUCT GROUP: 010 Bull Bars

BARCODE: 9332018038395

FITTING: 3 ½ hours (plus 1 hour for washer kit)

AVAILABILITY DATE: June 2015

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT:

Whilst visually similar to the NW Mitsubishi Pajero there are subtle differences between the NW and the NX Pajeros which required a new bar design specifically for the NX Pajero.

The ARB Deluxe Combination bar for the NX Pajero allows for the changes in bumper design, new style grill assembly and factory fitted Daytime Running Lights (DRL's).
PROTECTION & STYLING CHARACTERISTICS:

- Durable steel construction for maximum protection.
- Incorporates ARB's renowned multi fold upswept and tapered wing design for optimum strength and approach angle.
- Split pan design for maximum strength and airflow.
- Cover straps attached to the uprights ensure there are no exposed edges.
- Continuous uprights through the bumper section of the bar strengthen the outer frame.
- Airbag compatible mounting system secures to unibody vehicle design via high tensile bolts.
- Combination style bar to suit both winch and non-winch applications. Cover panel included.
- Centre and under wing stone shields included.
- ARB led clearance light / indicator with specific loom to run LED clearance light as Daytime Running Light (DRL).
- Durable urethane buffers.
- Will accommodate Warn, Magnum, Bushranger and Smittybilt low mount electric winches.
- Provision for optional Headlight washer kit 3500770.
- Provision to accommodate ARB Intensity LED's and a range of IPF driving lights.
- Provision for optional ARB Fog Light part no 3500590 (refer table).
- Two aerial brackets located on the top frame of the bar.
- Finished in a hard-wearing satin black powder coat.
- The bar adds approximately 170mm to the overall length of the vehicle.
- The bar, all fasteners and under panels weighs approximately 53kg.

HEADLIGHT WASHERS:

For vehicles fitted with HID lights and headlight washers 3500570 HEADLAMP WASHER KIT UNIVERSAL is required. The kit includes pedestal washer nozzles, hose reducer, non return valves and associated hardware. The kit is required as factory headlight washers are unable to be retrofitted to the bar.

FOG LIGHTS:

The ARB NX Pajero Deluxe Combination bar feature ARB's new fog light surround that accepts ARB's 51W fog light (part # 3500590). The surround is supplied standard with a screw in cover if no fog light is to be fitted.

The fog light surround is supplied in a natural black finish.

GLX, GLS and Exceed models of the NX Pajero all come standard with fog lights. Part number 3500640 ARB FOG LIGHT ADAPTOR BULLET is required if fitting ARB fog lights to these vehicles. If the Pajero does not have factory fitted fog lights wiring loom 3500530 ARB FOG LIGHT LOOM is required.
LED CLEARANCE LIGHT/TURN SIGNALS & PROVISION FOR DRL’S:

NX Pajero Deluxe Combination bars feature ARB’s LED Clearance light / turn signal in a press form aperture in each wing.

A specific loom is provided to enable the factory DRL’s to be run through the LED clearance light.

AERIAL MOUNTS:

Two aerial mounts are welded to the centre cross tube to allow fitment of UHF/AM radio and mobile aerials/antennas.

DRIVING LIGHT MOUNTS:

Laser cut holes are provided in the top of the centre pan for fitment of a range of compatible driving lights including ARB Intensity and IPF 808, 800 and 900 series driving lights. Note: Pinning holes for ARB Intensity lights included.
WINCH MODEL FITMENT:

The following winches fit the ARB Deluxe Combination bar for the NX Pajero:

- Warn M8000, XD9000, XP9.5 and XDC 9.5
- Warn ZEON 8,8-S, 10 and 10-S
- Warn ZEON Platinum 10 and 10-S
- Warn Magnum 8000 and 10,000
- Smittybilt Gen2 X20 10K
- Bushranger DV-9TH, DS-9TH and Seal 9.5TH

Additional fit kits may be required depending on the winch being fitted:

- Warn ZEON or ZEON Platinum fitment requires W99965 ZEON CTRL RELOCATE KIT|SHORT WIRING KIT NO BRKT.
- Warn ZEON Platinum may require W94288 ENHANCED SIGNAL KIT|SUIT PLATINUM ALL.
- Warn ZEON or ZEON Platinum require either:
  - 3500610 ZEON WIRE ROPE F/KIT.
  - 3500620 ZEON SYNTEHTIC ROPE F/KIT.
- Smittybilt Gen2 X20 requires 3500770 BRKT SOL PACK S/BILT GEN2 X20|SUIT 98510.
- Winches with synthetic rope (excluding ZEON as per above) require 3500600 HAWSE FAIRLEAD SPACER KIT.